Oil and Gas Industry is a very complex one where very specialized equipment, tools and assets are used. The last years, the trend within that industry is to integrate digital technologies in the oil and gas extraction processes as ICT performance has increased and the price has declined. As effect, the productivity of the industry has increased by using digital technologies as IoT, cloud computing, industrial internet, artificial intelligence, block-chain 
Introduction
Industry 4.0 and Internet of Things -IoT are new terms on hype these days and in the market more solutions appear in the field of these buzzing words. According with Wikipedia [9] , "Industry 4.0 is a name for the current trend of automation and data exchange in manufacturing technologies. It includes cyber-physical systems, the Internet of things, cloud computing and cognitive computing. Industry 4.0 is commonly referred to as the fourth industrial revolution." The Industry 4.0 revolution applied into Oil and Gas field, involves the improvement of the existing SCADA systems and specific filed bus communications protocols (e.g. OPC) with Internet of Things and Cloud computing technologies, in order to provide predictive analytics. The predictive analytics help the IoT solution to detect potential downtimes and to operate fixes within the productions systems with zero-down-time approach. In Oil and Gas filed specific equipment and protocols are deployed and the cyber security level should be high in order to use the produced data in cloud computing context. Therefore, for the Oil & Gas Industry 4.0 solution, the following diagram shows the potential Sensors/Actuators Applications [10] : Figure 3 
IoT Solution for Oil & Gas Industry 4.0

Security Improvements for the IoT REST APIs
REpresentational State Transfer (REST) facilitates communication between computer systems on the web. Implementation of REST is made by using the next elements [12] :  Resources provided by directory structure URIs.  Structured files (e.g. JSON, XML) as representation of the objects and attributes.  HTTP methods to send messages across web.  Session state hold only by the clients. According to TechTarget, "A RESTful API is an application program interface (API) that uses HTTP requests to GET, PUT, POST and DELETE data". RESTful API provides high flexibility to software developers to design, implement and maintain applications thanks to stateless and modularity principles of the REST. RESTful APIs are appropriate for web applications, but they are also successfully used in cloud computing and microservice implementations. Because REST services are used over the web, security must be the main concern and challenge for RESTful API implementers and integrators. According to [14] , [16] , following technologies and security measures can be used when RESTful APIs are implemented for IoT cloud computing solutions:  HTTPS -it is mandatory because RESTful API transmits over the web sensitive information related to passwords, API keys, JSON Web Tokens (JWT) etc. in order to make the authentication of the edge devices or IoT gateways to the cloud infrastructure. This information must be protected by encryption on transport layer of the computer network infrastructure. HTTPS must be implemented both by client IoT devices and cloud servers.  Access control -it is implemented for each REST endpoint and it is related to authentication and authorization. For effectiveness reasons the access control decisions are taken locally by the REST endpoint and the access tokens are issued by a centralized Identity Provider server.
There are different protocols to be used in order to manage the access control to the cloud infrastructure.  JSON Web Tokens (JWT) -represents JSON data structures used by RESTful API for access control. JWT must be protected by encryption or message authentication code (MAC) to avoid lack of integrity. JWT is RFC document describing the requirements, constraints and security considerations, and providing examples on those [15] . JWT must be validated against its integrity and contained claims.  API Keys -they are used by the endpoint to create HTTP requests to server. API keys are unique byte streams and usually they are included into the HTTP request header or in the URI itself. Still, the second approach will expose the key within the browser history and API logs at server level. API keys represent a security REST implementation for the public cloud infrastructure where there is no a strict access control to it. [18] . From the security point of view, AWS IoT shares responsibility between the IoT clients and IoT Cloud by provisioning the device with secure items like certificates to authenticate it and secure the data sent to the AWS Cloud. By other hand, the AWS Cloud implements security policies to send data to the devices or other AWS services. Interactions with the IoT clients is customized by using some AWS IoT interfaces as follows [18] As result, some additional information is asked from the user side in the command prompt:
2.4 Use the CSR to create a private key verification certificate:
2.5 Register the CA certificate with AWS IoT:
2.6 Activate the CA certificate:
3. Creating IoT device certificate -according to [18] , the following steps must be accomplished: 3.1 Generate a key pair:
3.2 Create a CSR for the device certificate:
As result, the following information is asked at command prompt: audience (oracle/iot/oauth2/token).  Signature -it is generated by considering the items: the encoded header, the encoded payload, a key, the algorithm specified in the header and the signature generation pattern as:  Last parameter considers the Oracle IoT Cloud Service instance together with the REST path (iot/api/v2/oauth2/token). Therefore, the following structures are considered to send an activation token request [17] :
 Request Header:
